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Hello everyone
This newsletter is not our usual 
three-monthly edition as it only 
covers the months of December 
and January. This is to make it 
easier for us when people 
r e n e w t h e i r a n n u a l 
subscriptions in April. Iʼd like to 
we lcome Har ry f r om the 
Citizens Advice Bureau to the 
Bridge. He is providing one-to-
one advice sessions for people 
who come to the Bridge on 
Thursdays (see page 18 for 
details). There will be an 
opportunity to meet him and find 
out about what is on offer on 
January 12th at 12.30. Also 
Nicola is now employed for an 
hour per week as cleaner at the 
Bridge. She faced some stiff 
competition for the job. Thank 
you to everyone who already 
contributes to the general 
cleanliness in the building, 
please continue to do this, by 
w a s h i n g - u p , h o o v e r i n g , 
emptying the bins etc. as this is 
a big part of what makes the 
Bridge a comfortable place for 
us all to be. On page 10 there is  
a new vacancy at the Bridge for 
a Development Worker for 
Experts by Experience. If you 
know anyone who you think 

would do this job well let them 
know. The interviews will be on 
January 31st 2012. A big thank 
you to the dramatherapy 
students, Kate and Liz who 
have been running sessions on 
Monday. The feedback and 
comments from the participants 
have all been positive. Iʼm 
happy to say that after a bit of a  
shortage of Bridge directors in 
the summer we now have 9 
directors. Also well done and 
thank you to the people whoʼve 
contributed to this, edition my 
favourite part of this job is when 
I read what people have written, 
or receive the artwork that will 
go in the newsletter. If you have 
something that you would like to 
be included next time the 
contact details are inside the 
back cover, or just bring it in to 
the office on a Thursday. Finally 
Iʼd like to wish you all love and 
peace for Christmas and a 
Happy New Year.

 best w#hes

Bev 
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DECEMBERDECEMBER

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday
1 2 3 4

Bridge Open Day 
10-4pm 
                             
CAB

Underground 
Sound     
12.30-6.30pm …
                              
 Escot

                  

5 6 7 8 9 10 11
.Womens Art. 
Group 10.30 -12.30 
                             

Social Anxiety 
Group  7.15 - 9pm

.Experts by 
Experience 
12.00-2.00pm 
         

Bridge Open Day 
10-4pm      
         
CAB

Underground 
Sound     
12.30-6.30pm … 
                              
 Walk

 Allotment 
2-5pm 



12 13 14 15 16 17 18
.Womens Art. 
Group 10.30 -12.30                              
                              
 Walk   

.Bridge Open.Day  
10-12.45pm    
                              
.Christmas Meal 
1pm (Herbies)

Underground 
Sound 
12.30-6.30pm 
                                              
 Escot

19 20 21 22 23 24 25
.Womens Art. 
Group 10.30 -12.30                     
           
DSEN 1pm or 
1.30pm (Bridge)

 Cleaning, 
Health and Safety 
12.30-2.30 
         
Discussion 
Group: 
3.00-5.00pm 

                                                     

26 27 28 29 30 31 1
                               
                                 

          

 = Event held at the bridge, (king street)                                                                                                   
 = Greenwood project  held at various locations  (See Page 5)   
 = D.S.E.N.  held at various locations                                                                                                                                         
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JANUARYJANUARY

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday
1

2 3 4 5 6 7 8
.Experts by 
Experience 
12.00-2.00pm 
         
.Agenda Deadline  
2pm             

Bridge Open Day 
10.00-4pm....   
              
          

Underground 
Sound  
12.30-6.30pm 
             
 Escot

9 10 11 12 13 14 15
 Womens Art 
Group 
10.30am-12.30   
                               

Bridge Open Day 
10.00-4pm     
         
CAB  meet Harry 
12.30pm              
         
           

Underground 
Sound 
12.30-6.30pm   
            

 Allotment 
2-5pm 



16 17 18 19 20 21 22
 Womens Art 
Group 
10.30am-12.30   
                           
 Walk

 Cleaning, 
Health and Safety 
12.30-2.30 
         
Discussion 
Group: 
3.00-5.00pm 

 Directors Meeting 
12.40-2.40

Bridge Open Day 
10.00-4pm 
                              
.Hearing Voices /
Better Believe It 
Group  2-4pm 
         
CAB

Underground 
Sound 
12.30-6.30pm … 
             
 Escot 
1212-6pm……

23 24 25 26 27 28 29
 Womens Art 
Group 
10.30am-12.30 

Bridge Open Day 
10.00-4pm 
         
CAB

Underground 
Sound  
12.30-6.30pm 

30 31
 Womens Art 
Group 
10.30am-12.30 
                                           
DSEN 12-4pm 
(Allotment)
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Fri 2nd Escot: withiework
Fri 9th Walk: in Harpford Wood 
times to be announced
Sun 11th Allotment: 2pm-5pm
Mon 12th Walk: Budleigh to 
Otterton times to be announced
Fri 16th Escot: christingles and 
wreathes

Fri 6th Escot: wassail
Sun 15th Allotment: 2pm-5pm
Mon 16th Walk: Dawlish to 
Teignmouth times to be 
announced
Fri 20th Escot: forge work

Greenwood project

Please note that you will need to 
pay your own bus or train fare for 
Greenwood events. We also ask 
for a £1.50 contribution towards 
any food and drink provided.

Andrew Barkla (07855 633304) 
or Bev Slade (07967 123597) 
greenwoodproject@hotmail.co.uk 

Do you fancy 
a breath of fresh air?
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Devon Spiritual Emergence 
Network (DSEN)

 
✤A growing Devon-wide community of service users, survivors and 

workers who gather every six to eight weeks, at the turning of the 
seasons.

✤In a safe, informal circle, we cook and share food over an open 
fire in beautiful healing settings.

✤The group welcomes people who either:

✤Want to explore a spiritual path as part of recovery and/or

✤Who are defining their experience of distress as a spiritual crisis 
and by doing so, give it deeper personal meaning.

N.B. We have no specific religious affiliation

DSEN is a peer support group that is part of 
the Bridge Collective.

www.bridgecollective.org.uk/peer_group.htm

Attendees are also invited to bring something that has spiritual 
meaning for them, that also has a connection with the time of year 

i.e. a photograph, something from nature, a poem etc.

To be on a text list to receive text reminders
 for the dates of the next meetings

 text Andrew on 07855 633304

For more information 
Tel: Nicola, Graham or Ji on 07812 439818
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DSEN 
dates for your diary

December: 
Monday 19th at 1pm or 1.30 pm 
at the Bridge Collective 
time to be confirmed

January: 
Monday 30th, 12pm – 4pm 
at the Greenwood Allotment, Ashwood Road

For the following dates see the quarterly
Bridge calendar for the venue

March: Monday 19th, 12pm – 4pm, 

April: Monday 30th, 12pm – 4pm

June: Monday 18th, 12pm – 4pm

July: Monday 30th, 12pm – 4pm

September: Monday 17th, 12pm – 4pm

November: Monday 5th, 12pm – 4pm

December: Monday 17th, 12pm – 4pm
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Christmas Meal
on 

Thursday 
the 15th of 

December 

at 1 oʻclock
at Herbies 

If you are coming to the meal 
please add your name to the list 

that is up in the 
Joan of Arc room

We will be choosing from 
the regular menu on the day and 

paying for our own food and drink.
We’ll walk to the restaurant from the 

Bridge at 12.45 



Development Worker 
for Experts by Experience
We are looking for a project development worker 

for 5 hours p/w on a temporary 6 month contract.
£10.30/ hour 

Aims of the Experts by Experience Project
• Encouraging and establishing the sharing of personal experiences, 

beliefs and feelings sometimes labelled as mental illness, as a 

powerful tool in:

- The education and training of health and community workers

- The personal journeys of individuals
• Making people’s position in communities stronger and more equal by 

giving voice and weight to personal experience
• Providing opportunities to participate and to give recognition for 

participation.
• Increasing access to gaining skills and confidence in speaking up 
• Input into the Bridge Collective through income received from training 

sessions
• To engage with difficult subjects, sharing differing points of view, 

conversations with an intention to increase awareness, insight and 

understanding.

Contact the Bridge Collective for Job Description and application pack 
email, telephone, written requests in by Tuesday 14th December.

Application deadline Wednesday 11th January

Interviews Tuesday 31st January

Start Date Wednesday 1st February (subject to checks)

An enhanced CRB check is required for this role.
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"Psychiatry becomes untenable as a science 

of human understanding if the experiences of those 

who are called ill are disregarded" 

(OpenMind 99 Sept/Oct 1999)

We are a group of local people who use or have used mental health services.

We believe that it is important to recognise the valuable part people who 
experience mental health problems have to play in training mental health 
workers and related professions and the general public.

Our ultimate aim is to share our  experiences in order to promote positive public 
awareness and to improve mental health services.
We are experts as we can offer our unique experiences of and insights into:

‣ what it’s like to have mental health problems
‣ what it’s like to experience mental health services
‣ what it’s like to be on medication
‣ alternative approaches
‣ coping strategies
‣ client/professional relationships
‣ social stigma and discrimination
‣ how services can empower and disempower people
‣ how loss of liberty affects the individual
‣ highlight good and bad practices

11



‣ point to positive ways forward
We offer our services to any agencies or groups who wish to know more about 
mental health issues from the service user perspective.
We work in the following ways:

‣ formal presentations
‣ informal discussions
‣ specific topics
‣ general mental health issues

Our individual insights offer an opportunity for mutual learning leading to a 
greater knowledge and understanding of mental health.
Many of us have experience in training mental health workers, such as student 
and qualified nurses, social workers, post-graduate psychology students and 
nursing assistants.

Payment and expenses in recognition of our expertise and involvement is              
expected. Rates of pay depend upon the type of training required.

Experts by Experience meets at the Bridge Collective 

12-2pm on the first Wednesday of the month.

The meeting is open to all interested in this work.
If you would like to have
Experts by Experience as part of your training programme or you are an ‘expert 
by experience’ and would like to join us.

for more information please contact:
Experts by Experience 
Tel: 07812 439818
expertsbyexperience@hotmail.co.uk
or                       
The Bridge Collective                            
Unit 4, 7-9 King Street, Exeter EX1 1BQ 
Tel: 01392 433358
bridgecollective@hotmail.co.uk    
  
Please put FAO Experts by Experience in the subject bar.
www.bridgecollective.org.uk/training.htm
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Where Did I Sleep Last Night?

I’m aware of being awake, still nice and drowsy snuggling 
into my very comfortable mattress, I can hear a crashing, 
booming, shooshing roaring sound but, I’m not alarmed. 
It’s pleasant and reassuring, two comfortable embracing 
sensations as I lie in my warm cocoon, nothing more, oh 
how I would love to stay in this place. What’s that! Gulls 
I think, sounds like squabbling and bickering must be 
gulls then, to me they seem like an angry race always 
shouting “It’s mine, it’s mine.” Open my eyes slowly, 
blearily, suddenly thinking of TEA! Eyes now wide open I 
can see only one thing, thick greyish-white impenetrable 
mist, can’t even see my feet, put my hand in front of me 
and it begins to disappear into a not particularly warm 
but clammy cloud. Three beautiful sensations, comfortable 
mattress, soothing sounds - now the gulls have gone - 
warm cocoon, and whitish grey everywhere, that’ll be 
four then. Forget the tea, just stay in the moment, the 
less the sensations you feel the more they register. My 
arm is now sparkling with with little pearl-drops of 
water, I can hear it, the roaring sound, I can see it, 
vapour and droplets, my mattress was created by 
pebbles. Have you guessed where I slept last night? I’m 
lying on Westonmouth beach in my sleeping/bivvie bag 
combo and I think I’ll stay a little longer to stretch out 
this lovely moment. I’ll tell you where and how I got my 
cuppa next time.

                         Ji



  I Must Have

I must have inherited my
Outlook on life!

I am not a man, I have no wife!
I believe in exercise fresh air
Justice empathy and care.

The deeper you fall the higher you call.
I believe in one and all.
Genuine unconditional -

No need to disguise.
Just look into the eyes.

I inherited this I must say
I have a brain that 

connects in
a peculiar way.

Nerak
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The Twilight Path

My pagan heart
Needs my pain

Only thing that makes me feel real
feel alive,

like the scar on my wrist
when I spilt my blood
a sacrifice to myself

Hard to keep shining
To keep your soul alive and bright
when walking through this world

In this endless night
I slip and slide, from shadow to shadow,

a mere ghost
a souless shell

I’ve learned to be cruel and unkind
when you live in a jungle
surrounded by monsters
it’s hard to stay pure
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Yet I try, why?
Because for all the the darkness within and around me

I crave the light
I crave love

I crave true friends

When I was a child, Gaia gave to me
a threefold gift.

A flame inside that can never die, to light my way
An ability to be a dreamer, shining stardust in my head

And bright visions of worlds unseen, like sunlight 
through autumn leaves.

So I will journey on,
wherever the twilight path leads me.

Charlie
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FREE 

LIGHTBULBS
We have free 

lightbulbs at the Bridge. 
They are in the Joan of 

Arc room so help 
yourself!

Changing Light Bulbs...
          How many therapists does it take to change a light bulb?

• None. The light bulb will change itself when it's ready.
• Just one, but the light bulb really has to want to change.
• Just one, but it takes nine visits.

         How many psychiatrists does it take to change a light bulb?

• "How long have you been having this phantasy?"
• "Why does the light bulb necessarily have to change?"
• One, but he must consult the DSM-IV.

         How many psychoanalysts does it take to change a light bulb?

• "How many do you think it takes?"
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GINGERBREAD BISCUITS
Ingredients
350g/12oz plain flour plus extra for rolling out
1 tsp bicarbonate of soda
2 tsp ground ginger
1 tsp ground cinnamon
125g/4½oz butter
175g/6oz light soft brown sugar
1 free-range egg 
4 tbsp golden syrup
To decorate
writing icing
cake decorations

Preparation method
1. Sift together the flour, bicarbonate of soda, ginger and cinnamon and 

pour into the bowl of a food processor.  Add the butter and blend 
until the mix looks like breadcrumbs. Stir in the sugar.

2. Lightly beat the egg and golden syrup together, add to the food 
processor and pulse until the mixture clumps together.  Tip the 
dough out, knead briefly until smooth, wrap in clingfilm and leave to 
chill in the fridge for 15 minutes.

3. Preheat the oven to 180C/350F/Gas 4. Line two baking trays with 
greaseproof paper.

4. Roll the dough out to a 0.5cm/¼in thickness on a lightly floured 
surface. Using cutters, cut out the gingerbread men shapes and place 
on the baking tray, leaving a gap between them. For decorations, use 
a skewer to make a small hole in the top of each biscuit.

5. Bake for 12-15 minutes, or until lightly golden-brown. Leave on the 
tray for 10 minutes and then move to a wire rack to finish cooling.  
When cooled decorate with the writing icing and cake decorations.
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Peppermint Creams 
Ingredients
1 free-range egg white
½ lemon, juice only
1 tsp peppermint flavouring
425g/15 oz icing sugar, plus extra for dusting
175g/6¼oz dark chocolate 

Preparation method
1. Whisk the egg white in a bowl until stiff peaks form when the 

whisk is removed. Slowly whisk in the lemon juice, 
peppermint and icing sugar to a stiff paste.

2. Tip the peppermint mixture onto a work surface dusted 
liberally with icing sugar and roll out thinly.

3. Use a 5cm/2in cutter to cut out circles and place them onto a 
baking tray. Chill in the fridge for 1-2 hours, or until the 
mixture has set.

4. Meanwhile, melt the chocolate in a bowl set over a pan of 
simmering water. (Do not let the base of the bowl touch the 
water.)

5. Dip each peppermint cream into the melted chocolate and set 
aside on a baking tray. Chill the peppermint creams until set.
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Quotes

A man will be imprisoned in 
a room with a door that's 
unlocked and opens inwards; 
as long as it does not occur to 
him to pull rather than push.
Ludwig Wittgenstein

Do or do not - 
there is no try! 
Yoda

We cannot choose our external 
circumstances, but we can always 

choose how we respond to them. 
Epictetus (c 55- c. 135 C. E.)

Don't judge each day by the 
harvest you reap but by the 
seeds that you plant.                        
Robert Louis Stevenson

I have heard there are troubles of more than 
one kind. Some come from ahead and some 
come from behind. But I’ve bought a big bat. I’m 
all ready you see. Now my troubles are going to 
have troubles with me! Dr Seuss

Fear can stop you 
loving, Love can 
stop your fear. 

Morcheeba 

Life is a shipwreck, but 
we must not forget to 
sing in the lifeboats. 
Voltaire

A good cure for sea sickness 

is to sit under a tree.                    

Spike Milligan



Car Boot Sale 
For The Womenʼs Art Group

Hi everybody, many thanks to all participating, donating and all involved 
in the W.A.G.s car booty on 23rd October 2011. Well the day went very 
well. At first we were all very apprehensive and nervous at this new 
adventure, but all went according to plan.
I started the day, getting my flask and cakes ready at 4.30am. Then 
drove the car and picked up Karen from her home, with her cakes for 
sale. Then we picked up Fleur. It was then about 6pm. I drove through 
Marsh Barton to the entrance on the park-and-ride car park, near the old 
Cattle Market. We then had to join the queue of vehicles waiting to go 
into the booty, to get their pitches to begin selling. The opening time was 
at 6.45am, whilst waiting we had a laugh and a friendly chat. 
When we were eventually let into the car boot site we decided to stay 
near the entrance, as the toilets and road were nearby. It was still dark 
and gloomy as we put our table out, it felt spooky and creepy as we 
could not see very well. It was a bit agitating when people came around 
with little torches in the dark, looking at our goods to see what they 
could buy to sell for more on their stalls later. Fleur was on the ball about 
this and said, “We are not selling yet.” Then they went away, hooray! 
As we got our table more organised the daylight started to break, and 
brighten up the sky. It was great to see what was happening at last as 
everything lit up. The books were put in the front of the stall so everyone 
could have a good rummage through them to see what they may like to 
buy. The little pieces of bric-a-brac on our table looked attractive. we had 
covered two of the art room tables with a blue valance sheet to make 
the stall look neat and tidy, then displayed the bric-a-brac on top, it 
looked very decorative. There was an old dilapidated clothing rack that 
Fleur managed to find, which sufficed for the day. Fleur and Karen 
pieced it together with tape and a piece of wood. We then displayed the 
clothes on it. This rack was to cause a laugh for the rest of the day as it 
kept on collapsing and falling over, as people browsed through the 
clothes. Then we had to rush over and piece it all together again. At one 
time Catherine, who came in about 9.30am with Ali, had to hold one end 
up for a few hours. I said, that she must have felt like the god Atlas, 
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holding the world on his back, she laughed saying, “I like that one.” 
More people came by, they bought clothes, bric-a-brac and books etc. 
An elderly man said he would have one of the large books for his 
bedridden, elderly, invalid, wife. We thought that it was great that we 
could bring so much pleasure to someone who needed it. As things 
were selling, we took it in turns to browse at things on the stall ourselves 
and bought some of the items. 
We all had a few fun moments, de-stressing ourselves by sniffing the 
lavender bags weʼd made in the W.A.G.s group and had a play with 
some other anti-stress articles on the stall, it was relaxing and fun. 
Ali and Catherine's daughters waved a few incense sticks around for a 
pleasant smell. they played with the thunder sound instruments. It was 
lovely to see everyone having a laugh. Fleur was great at bargaining 
and and haggling prices. If she did not get the price she wanted she 
said, “Make me an offer then.” which worked very well. Some dark 
clouds started to loom in the sky and we got a bit concerned, hoping it 
wouldnʼt rain. After about 15 minutes, luckily, the sunshine popped up 
with blue skies and white fluffy clouds, hooray. Everyone was pleased. 
Christine came along with plants for sale that she and Fleur had grown, 
this filled the table up. People of all ages, young and old, came to look at 
our stall and bought stuff, we were all kept busy. We took turns to stretch 
our legs and have refreshment breaks. Karens fairy cakes sold out, they 
were delicious, like sweets with sponge, glacé cherries and icing on the 
top, yummy! Lots of items were sold. At the end of the booty Fleur totted 
up the money. We were all surprised and pleased at what we had taken 
£93.72. We all felt good about this. 
It was then time to decide about the remaining booty. We decided to 
give it to a charity shop, so it could go to other good causes. We packed 
up what we had left and we threw away the clothes rack, obviously, but 
it had given us a laugh. Bookcycle, the book shop by The House That 
Moved, next to Stepcott Hill, had the rest of the booty, which they 
appreciated and thanked us for. The profits from that will go to several 
charities which they collect for, including Age UK. Many thanks again to 
everyone for the donations. 

                                                     
                                                                  by Sue Sillifent
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Pocket Mice
made by members

The Womenʼs Art Group

24

These lavender-filled mice were made by some of the members of 
The Women's Art Group and donated to the car boot stall to raise funds.



Apologies: 

Present: Nicola, Bev, Sarah, Andrew  

Number of director’s present: 1

25

Subject 
Heading  Action/Decision

Status of meeting Informal - not a quorate directors meeting

Minutes of last 
meeting

Read

Plan for 
development.
1. Food

Plan: Sarah to ask her friend (Maya) who has a felafel 
stall what she could do for £30 and Sarah to take £20 to 
get bread, milk etc.

Plan for 
development.
2. Programme

Programme for development day written.

Date: 21st September 2011

Directors Meeting Minutes



Apologies: Stuart, Fleur.

Present:  Sarah, Rick, Andrew, Bev, Nicola, Bridie, Rich, Alison.

Number of director’s present: 3
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Subject 
Heading  Action/Decision

Appointed direction Bev appointed as a director today

General meeting 
minutes

Read

Future directorsʼ 
meeting - times and 
dates

New directorsʼ meeting time 12.40 - 2.40pm Next meeting 
16th November

Cleaning job 
recruitment

Interview panel: Rick, Bev and Bridie

Tax enquiry 
insurance

Decision to purchase Tax Enquiry Insurance

CAB (Citizens 
Advice Bureau) 
contract and 
payment

Agreement letter and payment agreed, including a strong 
request to have a member of the Bridge participating in the 
interview process.

Experts by 
Experience Project 
Facilitation

In principle: agreement to advertise a post for 5 hours per 
week internally. Sarah and Bev to work on paring down job 
description.

Safeguarding adults 
policy

Andrew will extract items to focus on at the next directors 
meeting

Companies House 
filing

To be done after close of meeting

Heater Bridie will research an oil-filled radiator

Directorsʼ induction 
checklist - draft

Handed out - food for thought - to come back to: how to put 
this into process?

Date: 19th October 2011
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Directors Meeting Minutes

Apologies: Rich, Stuart
Present: Andrew, Rick, Bev, Nicola, Sarah, Chris, Bridie, Richard, Ji, 
Mike, Alison.  
Number of director’s present: 6
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Date: 16th November 2011

Subject 
Heading

 Action/Decision

Matters arising from 
minutes of last 
meeting

Minutes read and agreed.
Rick to buy oil-filled radiator from Screwfix. Andrew to put 
Directorsʼ Induction on agenda for future directorsʼ meeting.

Appointment of 
directors

Rick, Ji and Mike are appointed as directors.

Safeguarding policy Andrew to amend the policy up to section 5. Section 5 to be 
considered in more detail in the community and 
development team.

Accounts and 
annual report

Thanks to Sarah, and thanks to Martin for coming to talk to 
us. the accounts are accepted. andrew to sign on behalf of 
the directors. Annual report accepted.

Group budgets Budgets for groups/activities agreed. Sarah will work with 
group facilitators to set up the systems. To be reviewed 
annually. Sarah will discuss with Experts by Experience. To 
add group petty cash budgets to policy and procedure 
review lists.

Experts by 
Experience 
payment policy 
update 

Until paid worker is employed to facilitate Experts by 
Experience, Nicola to be paid on short term contract, to 
develop the job role and sign Jobcentre forms for people 
working for E by E. Nicola to change volunteer CRB for 
employed personʼs CRB. Nicola to claim hours as worked.

Dates of directors 
meetings

18th January 2012
14th February 2012 (Tuesday)

Health and safety 
policy

Adopt policy as attached.



Present:  Bev, Rich, Fleur, Mike, Ji, Andrew, Nicola, 

Sarah, Rick, Bridie, Stuart, John.

Number of director’s present: 2                         Number of members 7
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Subject 
Heading  Action/Decision

Method of election 
of directors

Vote in favour of voting in directors by having a list of 
potential directors and members putting yes/no/blank 
beside each name - so a veto is possible.
4 out of 7 yeses needed to be voted in.

Directors role 
description

Proposal presented and agreed.

Election of 
directors

Rick Wolkers, Bev Slade, Rich Brown, Stuart Plant, Mike 
Rabjohns, Ji Hockings voted in subject to conditions.

Election of 
company 
secretary

Andrew elected as company secretary until the AGM

Dates of next 
AGM

Thurs May 10th 2012

Date: 22 September 2011
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For those who care this is a comic sans free newsletter.

Would you like to write an article, a 
poem or share a favourite recipe?

Maybe you have a hobby, or an 
opinion that other people would be 

interested in.

This newsletter is where you can 
share your artwork, your ideas and 

experiences.

The deadline for contributions to the next 
newsletter is 

Friday 19th January

If you would like to contribute to the next 
newsletter please contact:

Bev at
  bev.bridgecollective@hotmail.com 

or  0796 7123 597

mailto:bev.bridge@hotmail.com
mailto:bev.bridge@hotmail.com





